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Although elementary school educators
have a variety of assessment tools for evaluating 

oral reading development, they have few tools for 

evaluating silent reading development across the 

curriculum beyond standardized multiple-choice 

reading assessments. Because those tools are 

built upon short passages, it’s always been a leap 

of faith to think they tell us much about students’ 

comprehension of longer texts. For far too long, 

we’ve needed something more reliable. This is the 

primary reason everyone should welcome Serravallo’s 

Complete Comprehension.

—Richard Allington
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Thank you for joining me on this tour of Complete Comprehension. 
I’ll guide you through my newest resource—from the teaching 
challenge that inspired it, to its instructional framework, to how it 
fits your curricular approach. Now, let’s get started.
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Engagement

Dear Colleagues,
I knew the research: Independent reading was most valuable when 

children were in books they could read with fluency, accuracy, and 

comprehension. Running records assessed these three things well. I 

listened to students read aloud and asked them a few questions to 

determine their understanding of the excerpt they’d read.

One year while working in the South Bronx, I noticed child after child 

whose assessments showed an ability to read grade-level passages 

failing state tests. Their teachers and I also felt that the way they 

were talking about their independent reading texts was vague or 

superficial. Something was going on.

To learn more about these students, we placed sticky notes with 

prompts into books. Then we asked children to read independently, 

respond to the prompts, and reflect on their comprehension. We 

found that the results from the whole book and short passage 

assessment were night and day in terms of the text level a student 

could read with understanding.

I expanded my research to 1,000 more students across the 
country from rural, urban, and suburban schools, using chapter 
books and whole works of nonfiction. I discovered that whole-

book comprehension assessments gave me richer information about 

students’ engagement, comprehension, and writing about reading. 

With these assessments teachers could now pinpoint specific 
instructional goals to teach toward and easily identify reading 
strategies to support each goal. When teachers used that 
information, students grew by leaps and bounds.

This experience led me to create a resource that gives teachers 

not only rich information about how a student makes sense of 

fiction and nonfiction books but also hundreds of strategies to do 

something with what they learn.

—Jen
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As text complexity increases, comprehending a book becomes more and more challenging. 

All readers need ongoing support, and each student has their own specific needs. For 

comprehension instruction to be truly effective, therefore, teachers must know how to:

No reading resource or 
program did all of this 
effectively in a child-centered 
way. So I had to invent one!

Engagement Discussion Writing about 
reading

Gets absorbed

in a book

Fake reading,

wandering attention

Comprehending

Not yet comprehending

Presents ideas, builds 

on others’ thinking

Doesn’t participate

in discussions

Comprehending

Not yet comprehending

Jots ideas during 

and after reading

Records literal or 

unimportant information

Comprehending

Not yet comprehending

• Determine the

skills and needs of

each reader

• Draw a specific

map to progress by

prioritizing goals

• Plan and provide

teaching that matches

a student’s needs.

Targeted support accelerates progress in comprehension
We can’t see kids’ minds at work comprehending chapter books. We do, however, know comprehension’s 

positive effect on students—and the frustration of those who struggle with it.
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Introducing...

Complete Comprehension starts with the whole-

book comprehension assessment I developed. But it’s so 

much more than an assessment. It answers the big question:  

What do I teach now?

More than almost any profession, teachers are susceptible 

to decision fatigue. I wanted to honor the professionalism 

of teachers while also making their life a little easier. So 

Complete Comprehension simplifies decision-making for 

teachers without watering things down or taking too much 

precious planning time.

In other words, with Complete Comprehension teachers 

will have everything they need to create differentiated, 

child-centered instruction for every student. After all, if it’s 

hard to make sense of an instructional resource, it’s hard to 

help students.

C O M P L E T E 

Comprehension• The whole-book 
ASSESSMENT 
requires no 
instructional time, 
freeing teachers 
to work with more 
readers each day. 

• The streamlined 
EVALUATION saves 
time. It strips away 
everything that’s 
unnecessary while 
providing a rich, 
structured way to 
understand where 
a student needs 
support. 

• Finally, Complete 
Comprehension 
powers planning and 
TEACHING with  
if–then suggestions 
that connect 
evaluation to 
included reading 
strategies that meet 
students’ needs 
precisely.
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Now let me show you how 
Complete Comprehension 
works.

Complete Comprehension

• focuses on whole-book comprehension

• includes both an assessment and support
for planning and instruction

• features Jen Serravallo’s popular reading
strategies

• based on Jen’s Hierarchy of Reading Goals

• actually saves time

• compatible with any instructional approach
or program

is one of a kind
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Jennifer Serravallo

C O M P L E T E 

Comprehension

Assess
Collecting Readers’ Responses  

to Chapter Books

F I C T I O N

Dedicated to Teachers™

Jennifer Serravallo

C O M P L E T E Comprehension

Assess
Collecting Readers’ Responses to Whole Nonfiction Books

N O N F I C T I O N

Dedicated to Teachers™

• Students choose an authentic,
highest-quality trade book

• As they read, they respond to
prompts

• Completed while students
read independently—requires
no instructional time

1 ASSESS

Jennifer Serravallo

C O M P L E T E 

Comprehension

Evaluate
Analyzing Responses and  

Determining Goals

F I C T I O N

Dedicated to Teachers™

Jennifer Serravallo

C O M P L E T E Comprehension

Evaluate
Analyzing Responses and Determining Goals

N O N F I C T I O N

Dedicated to Teachers™

• Through evaluation, teacher
determines a reading goal for
each student

• Rubrics align with Jen’s
Hierarchy of Reading Goals
and progressions of skills

• Included sample responses
guide decision-making

2 EVALUATE

Jennifer Serravallo

C O M P L E T E 

Comprehension

Teach
Supporting Readers  

with Strategies

F I C T I O N

Dedicated to Teachers™

Jennifer Serravallo

C O M P L E T E Comprehension

Teach
Supporting Readers 

with Strategies

N O N F I C T I O N

Dedicated to Teachers™

• Variations on 25+ foundational
strategies from The Reading
Strategies Book

• Plus 75+ additional reading
strategies!

• Easily incorporated into
existing instruction

3 TEACH

A simple, powerful framework
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Let’s zoom in on Complete
Comprehension’s assessment.

A road map to 
reading progress
To go from assessing to evaluating 

to teaching requires a road map. 

That’s exactly what the Hierarchy of 

Reading Goals I introduced in The 

Reading Strategies Book provides. 

Complete Comprehension focuses 

on its eight comprehension goals 

as well as engagement and writing 

about reading.

All the assessments, evaluation 

rubrics, and planning forms in 

Complete Comprehension point 

toward these comprehension goals, 

which makes teaching cohesive, 

focused, and simpler.

Just like in The Reading Strategies 

Book, the strategies in Complete 

Comprehension help readers 

develop the skills that support a 

reading goal.

11

Comprehension Goals and Considerations

Next on the hierarchy is Engagement. �is goal includes skills like 
choosing books that will be interesting and being able to enter a state of 
“�ow” or “the reading zone,” enabling the reader to read for long stretches 
of time and with attentional focus (Csikszentmihalyi 1991; Atwell 2007). 
While it’s possible to teach children strategies to be aware of their own 
attention, �nd better books, or read for longer stretches by breaking up 
their work into smaller page or time chunks, to really achieve engaged 
reading means to really comprehend. When they enter the state of �ow 
during reading, many readers describe it as “making a movie in your mind,” 
“slipping into the world of the story,” and “walking in a character’s shoes.” 
�is means engaged readers are strategic: they visualize, infer, synthesize 
events in the story, and more (Guthrie, McGough, Bennett, and Rice 1996). 
�erefore, sometimes what appears as a lack of engagement with reading 
actually has its roots in a comprehension di�culty; after all, it’s boring to 
read something you aren’t understanding.

Fiction/Literature

Plot & Setting

Character 

Vocabulary & Figurative Language 

Themes & Ideas 

Emergent Reading

Engagement

Print Work

Fluency

Comprehension

Conversation

Writing About Reading

Nonfiction/Information

Main Idea

Key Details

Vocabulary 

Text Features

From The Reading Strategies Book (Serravallo, 2015)

A Hierarchy of Reading Goals

Serravallo_Unnderstanding.indb   11 8/2/18   1:07 PM

A Hierarchy of Reading Goals

From The Reading Strategies Book (Serravallo 2015)

Goal

Strategy Strategy

Skills

Strategy Strategy

Skills

for comprehension instruction
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1

Jennifer Serravallo

C O M P L E T E

Comprehension

Assess
Collecting Readers’ Responses  

to Chapter Books

F I C T I O N

Dedicated to Teachers™

Jennifer Serravallo

C O M P L E T E

Comprehension

Assess
Collecting Readers’ Responses  

to Whole Nonfiction Books

N O N F I C T I O N

Dedicated to Teachers™

Assess

Because of Winn-Dixie by Kate DiCamillo

Your teacher wants to learn more about you as a reader. Here are some directions to remember:

●● Please complete this assessment on your own.

●● Each time you read, please fill in your reading log.

●● When you reach a page with a prompt, read to the bottom of the page.

●● Stop and respond to the prompt found on this form. Include as much detail as you can from 

the book to support your response. (It is fine to reread, but do not read ahead.)

●● Once you’ve written your response, keep reading!

PROMPT 1 • PAGE 25 What kind of person is Opal?

PROMPT 2 •  Page 25  What does Opal mean when she says, “I could see him thinking 

about pulling his head back into his shell”? 

Response Form
Name____________________________________________________________

Date____________________________________________________________

E  P  A  I

E  P  A  I

May be photocopied for classroom use. Copyright © 2019 by Jennifer Serravallo from Complete Comprehension: Fiction. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Taking Sides by Gary Soto

Your teacher wants to learn more about you as a reader. Here are some directions to remember:

●● Please complete this assessment on your own.●● Each time you read, please fill in your reading log.●● When you reach a page with a prompt, read to the bottom of the page.
●● Stop and respond to the prompt found on this form. Include as much detail as you can from 

the book to support your response. (It is fine to reread, but do not read ahead.)
●● Once you’ve written your response, keep reading!
PROMPT 1 • PAGE 10 What kind of person is Linc?

PROMPT 2 •  PAGE 32  What kind of person is Linc’s mom? What are your thoughts 

about his relationship with her?

Response Form Name____________________________________________________________Date____________________________________________________________

E  P  A  I

E  P  A  IMay be photocopied for classroom use. Copyright © 2019 by Jennifer Serravallo from Complete Comprehension: Fiction. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

One Tiny Turtle by Nicola Davies

Your teacher wants to learn more about you as a reader. Here are some directions to remember:

●● Please complete this assessment on your own.

●● Each time you read, please fill in your reading log.

●● When you reach a page with a prompt, read to the bottom of the page.

●● Stop, read the prompt on this page, and respond. Include as much detail as you can from 

the text and pictures in the book to support your response. (It is fine to look back and reread, 

but do not read ahead.)

●● Once you’ve written your response, keep reading!

PROMPT 1 • PAGE 3 What did the “About Turtles” section teach you about turtles?

PROMPT 2 •  PAGE 11  What are some important details about baby sea turtles 

you’ve learned from the book so far? 

Response Form
Name____________________________________________________________

Date____________________________________________________________

E  P  A  I

E  P  A  I

May be photocopied for classroom use. Copyright © 2019 by Jennifer Serravallo from Complete Comprehension: Nonfiction. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Germs Make Me Sick! by Melvin Berger

Your teacher wants to learn more about you as a reader. Here are some directions to remember:

●● Please complete this assessment on your own.●● Each time you read, please fill in your reading log.●● When you reach a page with a prompt, read to the bottom of the page.
●● Stop, read the prompt on this page, and respond. Include as much detail as you can from  

the text and pictures in the book to support your response. (It is fine to look back and reread, 

but do not read ahead.)
●● Once you’ve written your response, keep reading!
PROMPT 1 • PAGE 7 What do the illustrations on page 7 teach you about germs?

PROMPT 2 •  PAGE 8 What is the book’s main idea so far? 

Response Form Name____________________________________________________________    Date____________________________________________________________

E  P  A  I

E  P  A  I
May be photocopied for classroom use. Copyright © 2019 by Jennifer Serravallo from Complete Comprehension: Nonfiction. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Fiction
Chapter books 

by award-
winning authors

Response
Forms

Prompt 
Labels

and Book 
Cover

Stickers

Resource
Guide

Fiction and Nonfiction available separately or in a discounted bundle.

Nonfiction
Highly engaging 

books on 
science, history, 
and the world
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How it works

1

2

3

Invite a student to choose

a book.

Provide them with the

matching Response Form for 

the book they choose.

Ask them to:
• read the book independently

• reply to the corresponding
prompt on the Response Form
when they encounter a Label
cuing them to do so

• return the book and the
Response Form to you when
they finish the book.

That’s it!
This whole-book assessment requires no 

instructional time or teacher involvement, but it 
provides deep information about a reader’s thinking.

Once the reader completes 
the assessment, it’s time to 
evaluate their response form.

Assess Learning how readers think 
across an entire book

Fiction and Nonfiction available separately or in a discounted bundle. 11
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2

Evaluate
Jennifer Serravallo

C O M P L E T E

Comprehension

Evaluate
Analyzing Responses and  

Determining Goals

F I C T I O N

Dedicated to Teachers™

Because of Winn-Dixie by Kate DiCamillo

First: Tally Student Results
1. Refer to the student’s scored Response Form. 

2. Check � the appropriate white box (E, P, A, or I) below for each response.

3. Tally each column to find the total number of E, P, A, and I responses.

4. Record the overall tally below the chart.

Plot and Setting Character Vocabulary and  
Figurative Language Themes and Ideas

Prompt Page E P A I E P A I E P A I E P A I
1 25

2 25

3 68

4 71

5 78

6 81

7 91

8 109

9 115

10 132

11 168

12 182

E P A I E P A I E P A I E P A I

Tally

Total number of responses: exceptional ______ /12   proficient ______  /12   approaching + incorrect ______  /12 

Total pages: divided by total minutes to read book (from log): ______ = reading rate:______  p/min

Planning Form

Scoring Guide 
E–Exceptional 
P–Proficient 
A–Approaching
I–Incorrect

Name____________________________________________________________    

Date____________________________________________________________

May be photocopied for classroom use. Copyright © 2019 by Jennifer Serravallo from Complete Comprehension: Fiction. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Next: Decide on Goals
1. In the first column, check the scenario or scenarios that best describes this student’s performance.

2. Reflect on the information in the last two columns to plan your teaching for the student. 

May be photocopied for classroom use. Copyright © 2019 by Jennifer Serravallo from Complete Comprehension: Fiction. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

� If Then Teaching Suggestions

One-third (1⁄3) or more of the student’s 
total responses from all four goals are 
approaching and/or incorrect.

This book is likely too difficult. Assess the student in 
a lower-level book to determine a goal.

n/a

The student’s approaching and incorrect 
responses fall exclusively within one or two 
of the four goals, yet all other responses are 
proficient and/or exceptional.

Instruct the student with strategies to support one 
goal at a time in this order:

1. Plot and Setting
2. Character
3. Vocabulary and Figurative Language
4. Themes and Ideas

See Teach, pages:  
80–56 Plot and Setting  
58-88 Character  
90-114 Vocabulary and 
Figurative Language 
116-153 Themes and Ideas

No answers are incorrect or approaching.
The student’s responses are mostly 
proficient and some are exceptional.

In most cases, work to move the student from 
proficient to exceptional in all areas. Instruct the 
student in one area at a time, addressing the goals in 
the order listed on the right.

See Teach, pages:  
30–56 Plot and Setting  
58-88 Character  
90-114 Vocabulary and 
    Figurative Language 
116-153 Themes and Ideas

Around ¾ of the student’s responses are 
exceptional.

In most cases, assess the student in a higher-level 
book to determine a goal. The exception may be for 
the student who is reading far above grade level.

For tips on when to reassess, 
see Assess, pages 16–19.

There is no obvious pattern to the student’s 
responses; the student’s answers range from 
exceptional to incorrect across all four goal 
categories.

Comprehension is likely inconsistent or flawed 
because the book is too difficult, or because there 
may be a stamina issue (check the reading log). 
You will likely want to have the student take the 
assessment at the next level below.

For help with stamina issues, 
see Teach, pages 17–18.

The student reads at a very slow or fast 
speed: much > or < 0.75 pages per minute  
(p/min).

Observe the student during independent reading to 
determine whether the reader is engaged.
If engagement is not an issue, a slow or fast reading 
rate indicates the level may not be a good match.

For help with reader 
engagement, see Teach,  
pages 16–28.

The student has trouble expressing answers 
in writing, but past observations indicate 
they can verbally elaborate on what is 
written.

In the goal-setting conference, check to see if the 
student can verbally elaborate on his or her responses. 
If the student can, provide support with writing about 
reading at this level during independent reading.

For help with writing about 
reading, scan the strategy pages 
in Teach for strategies that lend 
themselves to written response.

The student’s reflection on the Response 
Form indicates that the book was a good  
fit, yet many responses are approaching  
or incorrect.

This is a student who may have trouble monitoring 
for meaning, or knowing what he or she knows.

Work with the student on 
strategies for stopping to 
check for understanding as a 
secondary goal.

And Now: Take It to the Conference
What goal or goals have you decided to focus on? (See Then column.)

Which strategy or strategies will you introduce first? (Refer to pages from the Teaching Suggestions column.)

Additional notes to prepare (e.g., questions to ask, a book for modeling, and so on):

Now you are ready to conduct a Goal-Setting Conference with this reader. Watch a video example of this type of conference  
at http://hein.pub/ccfic-login.

110
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R

R

Because of Winn-Dixie 
by Kate DiCamillo

India Opal and her father, a preacher, are new to the small town of 
Naomi, Florida. Opal goes to the grocery store one day and finds a 
stray dog causing trouble. She says the dog is hers and names him 
Winn-Dixie after the store. She brings him home and convinces 
her father to let her keep him. We learn that Opal is lonely in this 
new town. She wishes for a friend, and she wants to understand her 
mother, who has left them. She persuades her father to tell her ten 
things about her mother.

Opal cleans up Winn-Dixie and takes him everywhere she goes 
because he doesn’t like to be left alone. He causes trouble at the church 
where her father preaches. She brings him to the library, where they 
both hear stories from Miss Franny Block, the librarian. Amanda, a 
bookish girl, is usually hanging around the library when she’s there.

Opal takes Winn-Dixie to get a new leash and collar at Gertrude’s 
Pets and meets Otis, the shopkeeper, and his talking bird, Gertrude. 
Since Opal doesn’t have money for the leash and collar, she convinces 
Otis to let her come back to sweep up the shop. When she’s there, she 
meets a little girl named Sweetie Pie Thomas, who is smitten with 
Winn-Dixie and invites Opal to her first party in Naomi.

When Winn-Dixie runs into a nearby garden, Opal meets 
Gloria Dump, an older neighbor who lives alone. Dunlap and Stevie 
Dewberry, two local boys with shaved heads who tease Opal, say that 
Gloria’s a witch. Gloria is losing her eyesight, so Opal starts to tell her 
stories—from memory and also from books.

Later that night, back in the trailer, there’s a thunderstorm, and 
Winn-Dixie gets scared. He runs back and forth across the trailer. 
Opal is worried that her father will want to give him away, but the 
preacher surprises her by saying that they’ll just have to keep an eye 
on Winn-Dixie.

EVALUATION BOOK.indb   110 1/29/19   10:24 AM
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The next day, Opal returns to Gertrude’s Pets and sees that Otis 
is a musician who charms all of the animals with his guitar playing. 
When Winn-Dixie comes inside, he breaks the “spell,” and Otis and 
Opal run around putting all of the animals back in their cages. Opal 
learns that Otis was once in jail, and she tries to reconcile what her
father would think of this with what she knows about Otis’ kindness 
and gentleness.

The Dewberry boys tease her about spending time with Otis, 
“the criminal,” and with old Gloria Dump, but she just snaps back at
them to leave her alone. She then goes to Gloria’s house and tells her 
about Otis. Gloria leads Opal into her backyard to show her a tree with 
empty glass bottles, one for each mistake she’s made.

The next day when Opal goes to visit the library, Franny Block 
tells a new story to her and to Amanda. It is a sad story about Littmus, 
who was orphaned during the Civil War and went on to create Littmus 
Lozenges, which taste like sorrow. Opal later gives a Littmus Lozenge 
to Gloria, to the preacher, and to Otis. They all experience the sweet 
and sad flavor.

Opal decides to have a party and invite all of the new friends 
she’s made. She persuades Otis to come play music for them, makes 
egg salad sandwiches with Gloria, and allows Sweetie Pie to decorate
the house with pictures of dogs. When a thunderstorm starts, Winn-
Dixie gets scared and goes missing. Opal and her dad search and 
search and finally find Winn-Dixie hiding under a bed.

The story ends with Opal at peace with what she’s learned—
and will learn from her Daddy—about her mom, her dog to keep her 
company, and a town full of new friends.

EVALUATION BOOK.indb   111 1/29/19   10:24 AM
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PLOT AND SETTING 

Exceptional Proficient Approaching

PROMPT 6 
Page 81

Describes in some original detail 
the time(s) and place(s).

Identifies time(s) or place(s). 
Details often come directly from 
the book.

Identifies a time or place, using 
vague terms.

What do you 
picture, based on 
the description on 
pages 79–81?

I pictured first walking in the 
middle of the day and seeing a lot 
of animals scattered everywhere. 
Then they were running 
everywhere when the music 
stopped. Then I hear Otis playing 
the beautiful music again and all of 
the animals were hypnotized again.

What I picture is all the animals 
sitting in the circle. Then when 
the music stopped, “Bam!” All the 
animals are running around.

- - - - - - 
Green snakes, brown hamsters, and 
tan lizards surrounding a man in a 
cowboy outfit playing a guitar.

I picture animals all over the place.
- - - - - - 

I see Otis playing his guitar.
- - - - - - 

I see a pet store with lots of 
animals.

PROMPT 7 
Page 91

Identifies more than two of the 
story’s problems or aspects of the 
main problem. Mentions internal 
and external aspects.

Identifies a main problem or two in 
the story, or a couple of aspects of 
a main problem. Mentions internal 
or external aspects.

Identifies a minor problem, or an 
aspect of a main problem, using 
text and/or pictures, but inflates 
its significance, possibly using 
vague terms.

What are Opal’s 
problems?

Opal is lonely since her mother 
went away. She and the preacher 
are new in this place, and she 
doesn’t have any friends. She is 
trying to make friends with people 
around town. 

She wants to make friends. She likes 
people who are nice to her, and she 
doesn’t care how old they are.

- - - - - - 
She needs to be understood. She 
likes talking to people who listen 
to her.

Opal is finding it hard to get along 
with Dunlap and Stevie Dewberry 
because they’re always making fun 
of her.

PROMPT 11 
Page 168

Draws connections between 
multiple causes and effects, and 
demonstrates deep understanding 
of the scene.

Draws a connection between one 
cause and effect to understand 
the scene.

Demonstrates basic 
understanding of cause and effect. 
Typically inflates the significance 
of a minor or recently stated cause 
or effect.

Why is this 
moment between 
Opal and her 
father important?

They had a moment together. 
Before now, they never really 
talked about the mom. Maybe 
Winn-Dixie was there to help 
them get together and make 
the preacher and Opal realize 
something important to them. It 
seems like they’re really listening to 
each other.

This moment is important because 
it changes how Opal feels about 
her father. 

- - - - - -
This moment is important because 
earlier the preacher didn’t want to 
talk about Opal’s mom, but now he 
feels like talking about her.

They are spending time together 
instead of her dad working so 
much.

- - - - - -
They both miss Opal’s mom.

Because of Winn-Dixie

EVALUATION BOOK.indb   112 1/29/19   10:24 AM
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PLOT AND SETTING

Exceptional Proficient Approaching

PROMPT 6 
Page 81

Describes in some original detail 
the time(s) and place(s).

Identifies time(s) or place(s).
Details often come directly from
the book.

Identifies a time or place, using
vague terms.

What do you 
picture, based on 
the description on 
pages 79–81?

I pictured first walking in the 
middle of the day and seeing a lot 
of animals scattered everywhere. 
Then they were running 
everywhere when the music 
stopped. Then I hear Otis playing 
the beautiful music again and all of 
the animals were hypnotized again.

What I picture is all the animals
sitting in the circle. Then when
the music stopped, “Bam!” All the
animals are running around.

- - - - - -
Green snakes, brown hamsters, and
tan lizards surrounding a man in a
cowboy outfit playing a guitar.

I picture animals all over the place.
- - - - - -

I see Otis playing his guitar.
- - - - - -

I see a pet store with lots of
animals.

PROMPT 7
Page 91

Identifies more than two of the
story’s problems or aspects of the
main problem. Mentions internal
and external aspects.

Identifies a main problem or two in
the story, or a couple of aspects of
a main problem. Mentions internal
or external aspects.

Identifies a minor problem, or an
aspect of a main problem, using
text and/or pictures, but inflates
its significance, possibly using
vague terms.

What are Opal’s 
problems?

Opal is lonely since her mother
went away. She and the preacher
are new in this place, and she
doesn’t have any friends. She is
trying to make friends with people
around town.

She wants to make friends. She likes
people who are nice to her, and she
doesn’t care how old they are.

- - - - - -
She needs to be understood. She
likes talking to people who listen
to her.

Opal is finding it hard to get along
with Dunlap and Stevie Dewberry
because they’re always making fun
of her.

PROMPT 11
Page 168

Draws connections between
multiple causes and effects, and
demonstrates deep understanding
of the scene.

Draws a connection between one
cause and effect to understand
the scene.

Demonstrates basic
understanding of cause and effect.
Typically inflates the significance
of a minor or recently stated cause
or effect.

Why is this 
moment between 
Opal and her 
father important?

They had a moment together.
Before now, they never really
talked about the mom. Maybe
Winn-Dixie was there to help
them get together and make
the preacher and Opal realize
something important to them. It
seems like they’re really listening to
each other.

This moment is important because
it changes how Opal feels about
her father.

- - - - - -
This moment is important because
earlier the preacher didn’t want to
talk about Opal’s mom, but now he
feels like talking about her.

They are spending time together
instead of her dad working so
much.

- - - - - -
They both miss Opal’s mom.

Because of Winn-Dixie
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CHARACTER 

Exceptional Proficient Approaching

PROMPT 1 
Page 25

Identifies several less obvious 
traits and/or feelings that reveal a 
character’s complexity. 

Identifies two or more traits and/
or feelings of a main character 
that show one side of his or her 
personality.

Uses one or more less significant 
fact(s), feeling(s), or trait(s) to 
describe a main character.

What kind of 
person is Opal?

She’s hardworking and determined. 
She is also curious about her 
mother and is caring toward Winn-
Dixie.

Determined and curious because 
she wants to know about her 
mom. She insists her dad tell her 
something about her mom.

She has no mother. She lives with a 
preacher.

- - - - - -
Her real first name is India and 
Opal is her middle name.

PROMPT 4 
Page 71

Identifies many feelings and/or 
traits of a secondary character. 
Names how a secondary character 
impacts a main character. 

Identifies one or two feeling(s) 
and/or trait(s) of a secondary 
character.

Identifies a dominant behavior 
by, feeling of, or fact about a 
secondary character. Tends to use 
language directly from the book.

What kind of 
person is Gloria 
Dump? Why is 
she important to 
Opal?

Gloria Dump is a very wise woman, 
friendly, and she seems lonely. She 
is important to Opal because Opal 
feels comfortable talking to her.

- - - - - - 
Gloria Dump is like the mother she 
never had. She listens well to Opal 
and is wise.

They’re both a lot like each other 
and are good company for each 
other.

- - - - - -
Mrs. Dump may be different but she 
listens and is kind to her.

She is a lady who can’t see and has 
a lot of trees around her house. 
She’s important because she’s 
helping Opal grow a tree.

- - - - - - 
She acts like a friend.

PROMPT 5 
Page 78

Describes significant change(s) in 
a main character’s feelings and/
or traits by synthesizing many 
details. Compares past traits and/
or feelings with present ones. 

Identifies a change in a main 
character’s thoughts, feelings, 
traits, or actions. Compares past 
traits, thoughts, or feelings with 
present ones.

Identifies a new thought, feeling, 
trait, or behavior of a main 
character.

How are you 
seeing the 
preacher in a new 
way?

The preacher is showing 
compassion and caring. He’s been 
“all business,” and now he’s loving.

Now he cares for Winn-Dixie as 
much as Opal does, and he wants to 
protect him.

The preacher really does love 
Winn-Dixie.
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CHARACTER

Exceptional Proficient Approaching

PROMPT 1
Page 25

Identifies several less obvious 
traits and/or feelings that reveal a 
character’s complexity.

Identifies two or more traits and/
or feelings of a main character 
that show one side of his or her 
personality.

Uses one or more less significant
fact(s), feeling(s), or trait(s) to
describe a main character.

What kind of 
person is Opal?

She’s hardworking and determined. 
She is also curious about her 
mother and is caring toward Winn-
Dixie.

Determined and curious because 
she wants to know about her 
mom. She insists her dad tell her 
something about her mom.

She has no mother. She lives with a
preacher.

- - - - - -
Her real first name is India and
Opal is her middle name.

PROMPT 4
Page 71

Identifies many feelings and/or
traits of a secondary character.
Names how a secondary character
impacts a main character.

Identifies one or two feeling(s)
and/or trait(s) of a secondary
character.

Identifies a dominant behavior
by, feeling of, or fact about a
secondary character. Tends to use
language directly from the book.

What kind of 
person is Gloria 
Dump? Why is 
she important to 
Opal?

Gloria Dump is a very wise woman,
friendly, and she seems lonely. She
is important to Opal because Opal
feels comfortable talking to her.

- - - - - -
Gloria Dump is like the mother she
never had. She listens well to Opal
and is wise.

They’re both a lot like each other
and are good company for each
other.

- - - - - -
Mrs. Dump may be different but she
listens and is kind to her.

She is a lady who can’t see and has
a lot of trees around her house.
She’s important because she’s
helping Opal grow a tree.

- - - - - -
She acts like a friend.

PROMPT 5
Page 78

Describes significant change(s) in
a main character’s feelings and/
or traits by synthesizing many
details. Compares past traits and/
or feelings with present ones.

Identifies a change in a main
character’s thoughts, feelings,
traits, or actions. Compares past
traits, thoughts, or feelings with
present ones.

Identifies a new thought, feeling,
trait, or behavior of a main
character.

How are you 
seeing the 
preacher in a new 
way?

The preacher is showing
compassion and caring. He’s been
“all business,” and now he’s loving.

Now he cares for Winn-Dixie as
much as Opal does, and he wants to
protect him.

The preacher really does love
Winn-Dixie.
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VOCABULARY AND FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE 

Exceptional Proficient Approaching

PROMPT 2 
Page 25

Uses cumulative knowledge of the 
story to explain the meaning of a 
word or phrase.

Uses scene- or chapter-level 
context to define the word or 
phrase accurately; shows basic 
understanding.

Demonstrates limited 
understanding of the word 
or phrase. The perceived 
meaning does not interfere with 
understanding character, event, 
or theme. 

What does Opal 
mean when she 
says, “I could 
see him thinking 
about pulling his 
head back into his 
shell”?

He is scared because most turtles 
put their heads in their shell when 
they’re scared. He’s sad and doesn’t 
want to let everyone see his face 
because he’ll feel embarrassed in 
front of his daughter.

He doesn’t want to talk about it but 
does it in a shy way.

- - - - - -
He doesn’t want to talk about 
something that’s embarrassing  
to him.

He’s hiding his face under his turtle 
shell.

- - - - - -
He’s thinking really hard.

PROMPT 3 
Page 68

Uses cumulative knowledge of the 
story to explain the meaning of a 
word or phrase.

Uses scene- or chapter-level 
context to define the word or 
phrase accurately; shows basic 
understanding.

Demonstrates limited 
understanding of the word 
or phrase. The perceived 
meaning does not interfere with 
understanding character, event, 
or theme. 

Explain what 
Opal means when 
she says, “I could 
feel her listening 
with all her 
heart.”

Opal is feeling special because 
Gloria Dump is really listening to 
her and it makes her feel better. 
Gloria Dump understands what 
Opal’s feeling and what she’s 
going through.

Listening really hard.
- - - - - -

She was listening hard and she 
understood.

She is seeing her with her heart 
because her sight is bad.

- - - - - - 
She thinks Gloria Dump wants to 
help her. She knows that Gloria is 
listening from smiling and frowning 
and nodding.

PROMPT 9 
Page 115

Uses cumulative knowledge of the 
story to explain the meaning of a 
word or phrase.

Uses scene- or chapter-level 
context to define the word or 
phrase accurately; shows basic 
understanding.

Demonstrates limited 
understanding of the word 
or phrase. The perceived 
meaning does not interfere with 
understanding character, event, 
or theme. 

What does it 
mean to “taste” 
sorrow?

That the lozenge brings up the kind 
of sorrow inside you that maybe 
you don’t even realize is there.

Feel the sadness in your heart. Sadness.
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VOCABULARY AND FIGURATIVE LANGUAGE

Exceptional Proficient Approaching

PROMPT 2
Page 25

Uses cumulative knowledge of the
story to explain the meaning of a
word or phrase.

Uses scene- or chapter-level 
context to define the word or 
phrase accurately; shows basic 
understanding.

Demonstrates limited 
understanding of the word 
or phrase. The perceived 
meaning does not interfere with 
understanding character, event, 
or theme. 

What does Opal 
mean when she 
says, “I could 
see him thinking 
about pulling his 
head back into his 
shell”?

He is scared because most turtles
put their heads in their shell when
they’re scared. He’s sad and doesn’t
want to let everyone see his face
because he’ll feel embarrassed in
front of his daughter.

He doesn’t want to talk about it but 
does it in a shy way.

- - - - - -
He doesn’t want to talk about 
something that’s embarrassing 
to him.

He’s hiding his face under his turtle 
shell.

- - - - - -
He’s thinking really hard.

PROMPT 3
Page 68

Uses cumulative knowledge of the
story to explain the meaning of a
word or phrase.

Uses scene- or chapter-level
context to define the word or
phrase accurately; shows basic
understanding.

Demonstrates limited
understanding of the word
or phrase. The perceived
meaning does not interfere with
understanding character, event,
or theme.

Explain what 
Opal means when 
she says, “I could 
feel her listening 
with all her 
heart.”

Opal is feeling special because
Gloria Dump is really listening to
her and it makes her feel better.
Gloria Dump understands what
Opal’s feeling and what she’s
going through.

Listening really hard.
- - - - - -

She was listening hard and she
understood.

She is seeing her with her heart
because her sight is bad.

- - - - - -
She thinks Gloria Dump wants to
help her. She knows that Gloria is
listening from smiling and frowning
and nodding.

PROMPT 9
Page 115

Uses cumulative knowledge of the
story to explain the meaning of a
word or phrase.

Uses scene- or chapter-level
context to define the word or
phrase accurately; shows basic
understanding.

Demonstrates limited
understanding of the word
or phrase. The perceived
meaning does not interfere with
understanding character, event,
or theme.

What does it 
mean to “taste” 
sorrow?

That the lozenge brings up the kind
of sorrow inside you that maybe
you don’t even realize is there.

Feel the sadness in your heart. Sadness.
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THEMES AND IDEAS 

Exceptional Proficient Approaching

PROMPT 8 
Page 109

Articulates a universal lesson/
theme that can be applied to other 
contexts outside the text, such 
as to other texts or the reader’s 
own life. Considers events from 
multiple plotlines.

Articulates a lesson/theme 
using story-specific language. 
Sometimes the theme articulated 
is based on the main plotline. 

Identifies an obvious lesson/
theme from only one part of the 
book.

Think about this 
moment. What 
is Opal learning 
about life?

She learns that with the power of 
love, anything can happen, even 
surviving everything you lost.

Opal’s mother is gone too and she 
misses her a lot. She is learning 
how Littmus survived with nobody 
that he loved around anymore.

Littmus lost the people he loved 
very much.

PROMPT 10 
Page 132

Articulates a universal lesson/
theme that can be applied to other 
contexts outside the text, such 
as to other texts or the reader’s 
own life. Considers events from 
multiple plotlines.

Articulates a lesson/theme 
using story-specific language. 
Sometimes the theme articulated 
is based on the main plotline.

Identifies an obvious lesson/
theme from only one part of  
the book.

What do the 
lozenges and the 
events of this 
chapter teach 
Opal about 
everyone’s life?

Even if someone doesn’t act like 
they’re sad or lonely, they might be.

Lozenges can help you feel sadness 
you didn’t know you had.

She compares a lost tooth to how 
she is missing her mom.

PROMPT 12 
Page 182

Articulates a universal lesson/
theme that can be applied to other 
contexts outside the text, such 
as to other texts or the reader’s 
own life. Considers events from 
multiple plotlines.

Articulates a lesson/theme 
using story-specific language. 
Sometimes the theme articulated 
is based on the main plotline.

Identifies an obvious lesson/
theme from only one part of the 
book.

What lesson or 
lessons has Opal 
learned?

A community can be kind of like 
a family to you. A family isn’t just 
who you’re related to, it’s about the 
people you are friends with, too.

She’s got her dad, and all her 
friends kind of complete her.

Having a dog can be fun and a big 
responsibility.

- - - - - -
She learned more about her 
mother and father.
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THEMES AND IDEAS

Exceptional Proficient Approaching

PROMPT 8
Page 109

Articulates a universal lesson/
theme that can be applied to other
contexts outside the text, such
as to other texts or the reader’s
own life. Considers events from
multiple plotlines.

Articulates a lesson/theme
using story-specific language.
Sometimes the theme articulated
is based on the main plotline.

Identifies an obvious lesson/
theme from only one part of the
book.

Think about this 
moment. What 
is Opal learning 
about life?

She learns that with the power of
love, anything can happen, even
surviving everything you lost.

Opal’s mother is gone too and she
misses her a lot. She is learning
how Littmus survived with nobody
that he loved around anymore.

Littmus lost the people he loved
very much.

PROMPT 10 
Page 132

Articulates a universal lesson/
theme that can be applied to other
contexts outside the text, such
as to other texts or the reader’s
own life. Considers events from
multiple plotlines.

Articulates a lesson/theme
using story-specific language.
Sometimes the theme articulated
is based on the main plotline.

Identifies an obvious lesson/
theme from only one part of
the book.

What do the 
lozenges and the 
events of this 
chapter teach 
Opal about 
everyone’s life?

Even if someone doesn’t act like
they’re sad or lonely, they might be.

Lozenges can help you feel sadness
you didn’t know you had.

She compares a lost tooth to how
she is missing her mom.

PROMPT 12
Page 182

Articulates a universal lesson/
theme that can be applied to other
contexts outside the text, such
as to other texts or the reader’s
own life. Considers events from
multiple plotlines.

Articulates a lesson/theme
using story-specific language.
Sometimes the theme articulated
is based on the main plotline.

Identifies an obvious lesson/
theme from only one part of the
book.

What lesson or 
lessons has Opal 
learned?

A community can be kind of like
a family to you. A family isn’t just
who you’re related to, it’s about the
people you are friends with, too.

She’s got her dad, and all her
friends kind of complete her.

Having a dog can be fun and a big
responsibility.

- - - - - -
She learned more about her
mother and father.
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Fiction components shown, Nonfiction available separately

Planning Form to summarize 
results and quickly find a goal
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How it works

1

2

3

4

5

If you aren’t familiar with the book the student 

chose, read its summary in the EVALUATE guide.

Read the student’s answers on the Response Form

and compare to the rubrics provide in the guide.

Circle the letter under each response that reflects

its quality: Exceptional, Proficient, Approaching,

or Incorrect.

Transfer each response’s score to the

corresponding Planning Form.

Compare the patterns to the provided If–Then

Chart to decide on a goal and start planning 

instruction.

At first, each evaluation may take 10–15 minutes. With 
practice, you’ll reduce that time by half. More importantly, 
you’ll uncover a wealth of actionable information about 
your readers that you’ll use to guide your differentiating 
instruction for weeks and weeks into the future.

If you love The Reading
Strategies Book, you’ll 
be excited about what 
comes next.

Evaluate Determining what’s next 
for each reader
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Teach
Jennifer Serravallo
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Jennifer Serravallo
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Resource
Guide
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Complete Comprehension: Teach

 Who is this for? Who is this for?

B
arb

ara G
olub

SKILL 

interpreting a 
story by naming 
life lesson(s) or 
theme(s)

LEVELS 

J–W

Walk in Someone Else’s Shoes

Strategy Consider your story from more than one perspective. Think about how you
understand the story versus how your character understands it.

What it is Stories are often about more than one big idea. To uncover several
themes, readers can look at a story from the perspective of different characters. They 
can also think about how they perceive the story versus how the character in the story 
perceives it. Sometimes seeing something from multiple perspectives helps children 
identify multiple themes.

How I’d teach it Consider Jacqueline Woodson’s The Other Side (2001). One
way to look at the story is through the eyes of the mother who is trying to protect her 
daughter, keep her safe. 
You could also look at the 
events from Clover or 
Annie’s perspective—they 
want to make friends with 
each other despite the 
obstacles others put before 
them, and despite the 
warnings from adults in 
their lives.

TI.11
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36

Complete Comprehension: Teach

 Who is this for? Who is this for?

M
arjorie M

artinelli

SKILL 

retelling 
important 
events

LEVELS 

J –R

Retell Using Transition Words

Strategy When you retell what happened in a book, you can prompt yourself to tell it
in order by using the words first . . . next . . . then . . . and then . . . finally . . . .

What it is Readers must be able to recall the important events in a story as they read
to make sense of that story in its entirety. One way to demonstrate this is by thinking 
about the important events in a story and then retelling them, using transition words 
such as first, next, then, after that, and finally, as you tell a story across your fingers.

How I’d teach it  You could bring a book you’ve read aloud to an individual
conference or strategy lesson and retell it, holding up one finger each time you use a 
new transition word so students can see and hear your process.

For example, for Fireflies! (1986) by Julie Brinckloe, you might say, “First the boy 
noticed fireflies outside. Next he ran downstairs to get a jar to put the fireflies in. Then 
he and his friends caught many fireflies and put them in their jars. And then (or after 
that), the little boy brought his jar of fireflies into the house and their color began to dull. 
Finally the little boy realized that the only way to save the fireflies was to set them free, 
so he did.” Then have readers try the strategy using their independent reading books.

PS.2
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66

Complete Comprehension: Teach

 Who is this for? Who is this for?

M
errid

y G
nag

ey

SKILLS 

inferring about, 
interpreting, 
and analyzing 
character(s)

LEVELS 

J–W

Notice the Stuff of a Character’s Life

Strategy Notice what a character carries with them. Ask, “What possessions does a
character have? What can I learn about this character from the things that they value?”

What it is Characters, just like people in our lives, have prized possessions—objects
they keep close to themselves. Readers can study these objects and ask, “What more can 
I learn about this character from the things they value?”

How I’d teach it If you are reading aloud Byrd Baylor’s I’m in Charge of Celebrations
(1995), you might pause after reading “I’m very choosy over what goes in that book. It 
has to be something I plan to remember the rest of my life,” and think aloud, “Hmm. 
She carries a notebook with her wherever she goes. A notebook is used to jot our most 
important ideas down, so I’m learning that she is a careful observer who doesn’t just let 
big moments pass by her. Instead, she writes them down, so she can experience them 
anytime she wants.”

Tip First have students think
about objects they are carrying 
with them or wearing that illustrate 
something about their priorities, 
likes, and personalities. Then have 
them apply the same strategy to 
their reading.

C.4
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Complete Comprehension: Teach

 Who is this for? Who is this for?

Lauren K
noke

SKILL 

monitoring for 
meaning and 
using context

LEVELS 

J–W

Appreciate Language We Love

Strategy When you come upon a word in your book, jot it on a card to hang on the
“Language We Love” board. Jot an antonym, synonym, definition, or draw a sketch 
so you remember it and your friends can learn it. As you write and talk, try to use the 
word. Each time you do, add a tally mark.

What it is In order to learn new words, students need to understand what they
mean and also need to use them. This strategy encourages them to be in the role of 
teacher, sharing favorite language they come across in their books, and then using the 
words themselves (and encouraging peers to use the words, too!).

How I’d teach it You may want to label a wall or other display space in your room
“Language We Love.” Choose a high-visibility area where you and your students can 
add words and phrases throughout the school year. This display could also serve as 
a resource for students when they are writing. In some classrooms, teachers keep a 
tally of how many times students use these words in conversation or in writing, and 
they encourage students to congratulate one another when they use a word on the 
“Language We Love” board.

VFL.5
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• 100+ reading strategies in each kit

• 75+ not available in The Reading Strategies Book

• 25+ variations on foundational strategies in
The Reading Strategies Book

• 200+ reading strategies when you buy
both Fiction and Nonfiction!

Fiction components shown, Nonfiction available separately
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How it works

1

2

3

4

Open the TEACH guide to the

section about the goal you’ve 

determined for a reader.

Examine the At-a-Glance list at

the beginning of each chapter 

to find reading strategies tied to 

goals, skills, and the level of text 

a student is reading.

Plan instruction that allows

you to introduce the goal to 

a student and, over your next 

several interactions with them, 

share strategies that support 

growth.

As a student masters skills, 

provide additional support 

within the goal they’ve been 

working on, or get them going 

on a second goal. 

The forms I’ve mentioned are 
in Complete Comprehension’s 
Online Resource—and there’s 
more there too.

Teach Providing targeted reading strategies 
so each student makes progress
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Online Resources
Forms and embedded PD at your fingertips

Every form you’ll need, 
ready to print
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No matter what approach 
you use, Complete 
Comprehension can fit into 
your daily literacy block.

Professional Development Videos
Support for implementation and sustained success

HOW TO
Ready the 
Materials

HOW TO
Introduce the 
Assessment to 

the Class

HOW TO
Help Students 

Choose an 
Assessment Book

READ-ALOUD

BOOK CLUB 
CONFERENCE

VIDEO-ALOUD

STRATEGY LESSON

MINILESSON

CLOSE-READING 
LESSON

GUIDED READING

CONFERENCE

HOW TO
Evaluate an 
Assessment

HOW TO
Confer to Set 

a Goal

8 TEACHING STRUCTURE Demonstration Videos

5 HOW-TO Videos
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Use Complete Comprehension: Fiction 
with any program or approach

Program/Approach Suggestions

Reading Workshop 
or Balanced Literacy 
(including Lucy 
Calkins’ Units of Study 
and Fountas & Pinnell 
Classroom™)

Students read assessment texts independently, so it 
requires no instructional time; conferring and small-
group instruction can continue with other students while 
some read assessment books. The 100+ strategies work 
with all balanced literacy structures to make responsive 
comprehension instruction doable and offer a complement 
to existing curriculum.

Guided Reading

Use results from Complete Comprehension: Fiction to 
• determine the level of text to offer students for instruction
•  identify individual goals to aid in text selection and to craft 

meaningful book introductions
•  find goal-specific reading strategies to offer the group. 

Independent Reading
Use students’ whole-book assessments to find goals 
and targeted strategies for one-to-one and small-group 
instruction.  

Daily 5/CAFE
Ask students to do the assessment during “read to self.” Use 
the evaluation to target goal-directed instruction during 
“read with a teacher.”

Book Clubs/ 
Literature Circles

Use evaluations of students’ comprehension of whole books 
to match students to texts they’ll understand. Teach goal-
focused strategies to lift the level of student conversation.

Whole-Class Novels

Before the year’s first whole-class novel, assess and 
evaluate readers’ whole-book comprehension. Use the 
results to introduce or reinforce reading strategies with the 
entire class and differentiate during discussion. 

Basal Anthologies/
Core Reading 
Programs

Include opportunities during independent reading for 
students to read the assessment books. Use the information 
from the evaluation to gain a broader sense of readers’ 
needs, helping target instruction and strengthen the 
comprehension components some core programs include. 
Use strategies to enhance existing lessons, or supplement 
the program.

Use Jen’s other resources 
with Complete Comprehension: Fiction 

Program/Approach Suggestions

Complete 
Comprehension: 
Nonfiction

● Alternate using the Fiction and Nonfiction resources
to address the wide range of the texts students will
read throughout the year and across content areas.

Understanding 
Texts & Readers

● Deeply understand the variables that effect 
comprehension and the challenges readers face at 
each text level. 

● Learn about the research base behind Complete 
Comprehension: Fiction and how Jen created the 
skill progressions that drive this resource.

Literacy 
Teacher’s 
Playbook, 
K–2 and 3–6

● Evaluate student work to learn about their reading
skills relating to print work, fluency, and conversation,
as well as additional assessments for engagement,
comprehension, and writing about reading.

● Learn about evaluating student writing, and how
writing skills relate to reading skills.

● Link Complete Comprehension: Fiction’s evaluations 
to other assessments to set goals. 

Reading 
Strategies 
Book

● Find additional comprehension strategies as 
well as strategies to support all the goals in 
Jen’s hierarchy.

A Teacher’s 
Guide to 
Reading 
Conferences

● Use six types of conferences to help assess, set 
goals, and teach readers. 

● Learn optimal language for conferring.

Teaching 
Reading in 
Small Groups

● Learn ways to group readers and different methods 
of teaching to use during small group instruction. 

● Provide guided practice and feedback to support 
students with their goals. 

Writing 
Strategies 
Book

● Understand connections between writer’s craft and 
reading comprehension. 

● Set up writing time by establishing goals and offering
students strategies and feedback in the same way
you are with Complete Comprehension: Fiction.

Professional Development 
Opportunities available at 
Heinemann.com/JenniferSerravallo

New York Times Best-Selling Author of The Reading Strategies Book

JENNIFER SERRAVALLO

&Texts Readers
Understanding

Responsive Comprehension Instruction with Leveled Texts

Literacy Teacher’s

G R A D E S K–2

The
JENNIFER SERRAVALLO

Four Steps for Turning Assessment Data

into Goal-Directed Instruction

Debbie MillerFOREWORD BY

 into Goal-Directed Instruction

Literacy Teacher’s

G r a d e s 3–6

The Foreword by Ellin Keene

JenniFer serravallo

Four steps for Turning assessment datainto Goal-directed instruction

ReadingStrategiesReading
K

BookStrategiesBookStrategies

J E N N I F E R  S E R R AVA L LO

YOUR EVERYTHING GUIDE TO 
DEVELOPING SKILLED READERS Dedicated to Teachers™

With 300
strategies

NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLING AUTHOR

WritingStrategies
K

Book
YOUR EVERYTHING GUIDE TO 
DEVELOPING SKILLED WRITERS Dedicated to Teachers™

With 300
strategies

J E N N I F E R  S E R R AVA L LO
NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLING AUTHOR OF THE READING STRATEGIES BOOK

Jennifer Serravallo

C O M P L E T E

Comprehension

Teach
Selecting Comprehension Strategies 

to Share with Readers

N O N F I C T I O N

Dedicated to Teachers™

Lay out your materials. You will have:

Watch the 5 HOW-TO videos and peruse the 
other Online Resources including demonstration 
videos and all forms pictured at right. 

Peruse each of the three guides: Assess (where 
you’ll find book-specific prompts) Evaluate (where 
you’ll find book-specific rubrics and sample 
student responses) and Teach (which includes 
100+ strategies). Pay particular attention to 
the first part of each book (Q&A and 5 Steps) 
to understand the cycle and procedures. 

Prepare your books by affixing labels. Watch 
the “HOW-TO ready your materials” video 
online or follow these instructions: Each 
book has a corresponding label sheet. Cover
labels go on the front cover, spine labels wrap 
around the bottom, and prompt labels go 
on the bottom of each page as indicated. 

Now you’re ready to assess. Read pages TK–TK 
of Assess, and re-watch the “How to Introduce 
the Assessment to The Class” and the “How to 
Help Children Select a Book” videos. Print out 
the Response Forms from the Online Resources 
for the books you’ll be offering to students. 

1

2

3

4

5

Resource Guides

28 Label Sheets

28 Trade 
Books 28 Response Forms 

(Print-on-demand from 
Online Resources)

28 Planning Forms 
(Print-on-demand from 

Online Resources)

Reflection

May be photocopied for classroom use. Copyright © 2019 by Jennifer Serravallo from Complete Comprehension: Fiction. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

SeeSaw Girl by Linda Sue Park

Was this book easy, just right, or too hard?How do you know?

Which questions felt the easiest for you to answer?

Why?

Which questions felt the most challenging?

Why?

Did you like this book? Would you choose another book like this from the library? 

Explain. 

PROMPT 8 • PAGE 71 How has Jade changed from the beginning of the story to
the last few chapters?

PROMPT 9 • PAGE 72 What is a royal scholar?

PROMPT 10 • PAGE 87 What is a lesson you can learn from this whole story?

SeeSaw Girl by Linda Sue Park

E P A I

E P A I

E P A I

May be photocopied for classroom use. Copyright © 2019 by Jennifer Serravallo from Complete Comprehension: Fiction. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

PROMPT 3 • PAGE 24 What does “the thread seemed to have no end” mean 

in this part of the story?

PROMPT 4 • PAGE 38 Retell the most important events from the last two chapters 

(“Baskets to Market” and “The Road to Willow”).

PROMPT 5 • PAGE 51 Describe Jade’s mother and explain how she affects Jade.

PROMPT 6 • PAGE 51 What are the gender issues in this book?

PROMPT 7 • PAGE 62 Explain why Jade goes to talk to her father.

SeeSaw Girl by Linda Sue Park

E P A I

E P A I

E P A I

E P A I

E P A I

May be photocopied for classroom use. Copyright © 2019 by Jennifer Serravallo from Complete Comprehension: Fiction. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

SeeSaw Girl by Linda Sue Park

Your teacher wants to learn more about you as a reader. Here are some directions to remember:

●● Please complete this assessment on your own.

●● Each time you read, please fill in your reading log.

●● When you reach a page with a prompt, read to the bottom of the page.

●● Stop and respond to the prompt found on this form. Include as much detail as you can from 

the book to support your response. (It is fine to reread, but do not read ahead.)

●● Once you’ve written your response, keep reading!

PROMPT 1 • PAGE 6 Describe the setting of the first chapter (time and place).

PROMPT 2 • PAGE 22 Describe Jade.

Response Form
Name____________________________________________________________

Date____________________________________________________________

E  P A  I

E  P A  I

May be photocopied for classroom use. Copyright © 2019 by Jennifer Serravallo from Complete Comprehension: Fiction. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Next: Decide on Goals

1. In the first column, check the scenario or scenarios that best describes this student’s performance.

2. Reflect on the information in the last two columns to plan your teaching for the student. 

May be photocopied for classroom use. Copyright © 2019 by Jennifer Serravallo from Complete Comprehension: Fiction. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

�

If

Then

Teaching Suggestions

One-third ( 1⁄3) or more of the student’s

total responses from all four goals are 

approaching and/or incorrect. This book is likely too difficult. Assess the student in 

a lower-level book to determine a goal.
n/a

The student’s approaching and incorrect

responses fall exclusively within one or two 

of the four goals, yet all other responses are

proficient and/or exceptional.
Instruct the student with strategies to support one 

goal at a time in this order:

1. Plot and Setting
2. Character3. Vocabulary and Figurative Language

4. Themes and Ideas See Teach, pages: 
80–56 Plot and Setting 

58-88 Character
90-114 Vocabulary and

Figurative Language

116-153 Themes and Ideas

No answers are incorrect or approaching.

The student’s responses are mostly

proficient and some are exceptional. In most cases, work to move the student from

proficient to exceptional in all areas. Instruct the 

student in one area at a time, addressing the goals in 

the order listed on the right. See Teach, pages: 
30–56 Plot and Setting 

58-88 Character
90-114 Vocabulary and

 Figurative Language

116-153 Themes and Ideas

Around ¾ of the student’s responses are 

exceptional.

In most cases, assess the student in a higher-level

book to determine a goal. The exception may be for

the student who is reading far above grade level.
For tips on when to reassess, 

see Assess, pages 16–19.

There is no obvious pattern to the student’s

responses; the student’s answers range from 

exceptional to incorrect across all four goal

categories.

Comprehension is likely inconsistent or flawed 

because the book is too difficult, or because there 

may be a stamina issue (check the reading log). 

You will likely want to have the student take the 

assessment at the next level below.
For help with stamina issues, 

see Teach, pages 17–18.

The student reads at a very slow or fast 

speed: much > or < 0.75 pages per minute 

(p/min).

Observe the student during independent reading to

determine whether the reader is engaged.

If engagement is not an issue, a slow or fast reading 

rate indicates the level may not be a good match.

For help with reader

engagement, see Teach, 

pages 16–28.

The student has trouble expressing answers 

in writing, but past observations indicate 

they can verbally elaborate on what is 

written.

In the goal-setting conference, check to see if the 

student can verbally elaborate on his or her responses.

If the student can, provide support with writing about 

reading at this level during independent reading.

For help with writing about

reading, scan the strategy pages 

in Teach for strategies that lend 

themselves to written response.

The student’s reflection on the Response 

Form indicates that the book was a good 

fit, yet many responses are approaching

or incorrect.

This is a student who may have trouble monitoring

for meaning, or knowing what he or she knows. Work with the student on 

strategies for stopping to 

check for understanding as a

secondary goal.

And Now: Take It to the Conference

What goal or goals have you decided to focus on? (See Then column.)

Which strategy or strategies will you introduce first? (Refer to pages from the Teaching Suggestions column.)

Additional notes to prepare (e.g., questions to ask, a book for modeling, and so on):

Now you are ready to conduct a Goal-Setting Conference with this reader. Watch a video example of this type of conference 

at http://hein.pub/ccfic-login.

SeeSaw Girl by Linda Sue Park

First: Tally Student Results
1. Refer to the student’s scored Response Form. 2. Check � the appropriate white box (E, P, A, or I) below for each response.3. Tally each column to find the total number of E, P, A, and I responses.4. Record the overall tally below the chart.

Plot and Setting Character Vocabulary and
Figurative Language Themes and IdeasPrompt Page E P A I E P A I E P A I E P A I

1 6

2 22

3 24

4 38

5 51

6 51

7 62

8 71

9 72

10 87

E P A I E P A I E P A I E P A ITally

Total number of responses: exceptional ______ /10 proficient ______ /10 approaching + incorrect ______ /10
Total pages divided by minutes (from log): ______ ÷ ______ = ______ pp/min

Planning Form

Scoring Guide 
E–Exceptional
P–Proficient 
A–Approaching
I–Incorrect

Name____________________________________________________________
Date____________________________________________________________

May be photocopied for classroom use. Copyright © 2019 by Jennifer Serravallo from Complete Comprehension: Fiction. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Prompt 1 Page 6

Prompts 5 & 6 Page 51

Prompt 10 Page 87

Prompt 4 Page 38

Prompt 9 Page 72

Prompt 2 Page 22

Prompt 7 Page 62

Prompt 3 Page 24

Prompt 8 Page 71

e

Book Labels SeeSaw Girl by Linda Sue Park

C O M P L E T EComprehension
F I C T I O N

FRONT
COVER

SPINE

CC_Label_SeeSawGirl_Fiction.indd 1

1/7/19 10:42 AM

Jennifer Serravallo

C O M P L E T E

Comprehension

Assess
Collecting Readers’ Responses 

to Chapter Books

F I C T I O N

Dedicated to Teachers™

Jennifer Serravallo

C O M P L E T E

Comprehension

Evaluate
Analyzing Responses and 

Determining Goals

F I C T I O N

Dedicated to Teachers™

Jennifer Serravallo

C O M P L E T EComprehension

Teach
Supporting Readers with Strategies

F I C T I O N

Dedicated to Teachers™

Let’s get started!

J
Zelda and Ivy: The Runaways
by Laura McGee Kvasnosky

Poppleton in Winter by Cynthia Rylant

K
Andy Shane and the Very
Bossy Dolores Starbuckle
by Jennifer Richard Jacobson

Days with Frog and Toad
by Arnold Lobel

L
Cam Jansen: The Mystery of the 
Stolen Diamonds by David A. Adler

Pinky and Rex: The Bully
by James Howe

M
Judy Moody Saves the World!
by Megan McDonald

Stuart Goes to School
by Sara Pennypacker

N
Amber Brown Is Not a Crayon
by Paula Danziger

Be a Perfect Person in Just 
Three Days! by Stephen Manes

O
Jake Drake, Bully Buster
by Andrew Clements

Sable by Karen Hesse

P
Almost Zero: A Dyamonde Daniel
Book by Nikki Grimes

The Time Warp Trio: Knights of the 
Kitchen Table by Jon Scieszka

Q
SeeSaw Girl by Linda Sue Park

Last Summer with Maizon
by Jacqueline Woodson

R
Sadako and the Thousand 
Paper Cranes by Eleanor Coerr

Because of Winn-Dixie
by Kate DiCamillo

S
The Great Gilly Hopkins 
by Katherine Paterson

Taking Sides by Gary Soto

T
The Tiger Rising by Kate DiCamillo

Joey Pigza Swallowed the Key
by Jack Gantos

U
The Watsons Go to 
Birmingham—1963
by Christopher Paul Curtis

Loser by Jerry Spinelli

V
Becoming Naomi León
by Pam Muñoz Ryan

Crash by Jerry Spinelli

W
Home of the Brave
by Katherine Applegate

Freak the Mighty by Rodman Philbrick

Prompt 1 Page 6

Prompts 5 & 6
Page 51

Prompt 10
Page 87

Prompt 4
Page 38

Prompt 9
Page 72

Prompt 2
Page 22

Prompt 7
Page 62

Prompt 3
Page 24

Prompt 8
Page 71

e

Book Labels
SeeSaw Girl by Linda Sue Park

C O M P L E T E
ComprehensionF I C T I O N

FRONTCOVER
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CC_Label_SeeSawGirl_Fiction.indd 1

1/7/19 10:42 AM

Prompt 1
Page 12

Prompt 5
Page 61

Prompts 9&10
Page 117

Prompt 4
Page 53

Prompt 8
Page 91

Prompt 2
Page 21

Prompt 6
Page 66

Prompt 10
Page 106

Prompt 3
Page 27

Prompt 7
Page 89

Prompt 11
Page 135

Book Labels
Last Summer with Maizon

by Jacqueline Woodson

C O M P L E T E

ComprehensionF I C T I O N

FRONTCOVER

SPINE

CC_Label_LastSummerWithMaizon_Fiction.indd 1

1/7/19 11:25 AM

Prompt 1
Page 10

Prompt 5
Page 49

Prompt 9
Page 99

Prompt 4
Page 42

Prompt 8
Page 86

Prompt 2
Page 32

Prompt 6
Page 51

Prompt 10
Page 106

Prompt 3
Page 41

Prompt 7
Page 62

Prompt 11
Page 135

Book Labels
Taking Sides by Gary Soto
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ComprehensionF I C T I O N
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Prompt 1 Page 6

Prompts 5 & 6 Page 51

Prompt 10 Page 87

Prompt 4 Page 38

Prompt 9 Page 72

Prompt 2 Page 22

Prompt 7 Page 62

Prompt 3 Page 24

Prompt 8 Page 71

e

Book Labels
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Compatibility
Complete Comprehension is compatible with any instructional approach or standards

Free downloads at 
pearsoncanada.ca/
serravallo 

...and with 
provincial 

curriculum 
expectations

18
Visit our website for pricing information or talk 
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You’ve probably got 
questions. Next, I’ll answer a 
few of the most common ones.

Download the entire 
paper on our website

The Research Base for Complete Comprehension
This excerpt of “A Summary of the Research Base for Complete Comprehension” provides high-level 

information on the research supporting Complete Comprehension.

The six summary research points below reflect the peer-reviewed 

research that Jen based Complete Comprehension on. Download 

“A Summary of the Research Base for Complete Comprehension” 

for detail on more than 30 studies by Richard Allington, 
Fountas and Pinnell, John Hattie, P. David Pearson, Elfrieda 
Hilbert, and many others that support this resource.

Goal-directed teaching and 
responsive feedback are key

factors in helping students 

make the most progress in their 

reading comprehension.

Whole-book comprehension is 

assessed best by reading whole 
books, not short texts.

When students choose
what to read and can select 

texts that are relevant to
them, we can develop a more 

accurate understanding of their 

comprehension.

Readers benefit from explicit 
teaching of comprehension

strategies.

Teacher effectiveness and 
expertise impact how much

growth students make as 

readers.

Learning progressions give

students (and teachers) clear 

pathways to deepen their 

learning.

1 4

5

6

2

3
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Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Questions You Might Have About 
Complete Comprehension

A

A

A

A

A

Ask Jen!

Jen, who is Complete Comprehension for?

• Students reading chapter books and nonfiction books at levels J–W

• Teachers who want to provide instruction driven by a deeper

understanding of children’s comprehension

• Schools that use any approach to curriculum and instruction

What grades is Complete Comprehension for?

Instead of grades, I think about text levels. Complete Comprehension is for use 

with kids reading books at levels J–W.

Is this for every student? Or just for those struggling with comprehension? 

Every student. Those struggling with comprehension need support, but highly 

skilled readers need to grow. Increasing the depth of information a teacher has on a 

student can pinpoint where even the strongest reader can make progress.

Does every classroom need its own kit? Or can classrooms share? 

I strongly recommend each classroom have its own kit: 

• Sharing the trade books between rooms is complicated, reduces

opportunities for choice, and makes it less likely a relevant book will be

available.

• High demand for TEACH strategies and EVALUATE rubrics will make

sharing difficult and planning unwieldy.

To take the assessment, must the child do a cold read of the book they are 
being assessed on? 

It is preferable but not required that a child do a cold read. However, if a  

child is unable to comprehend a book, even if they’ve previously encountered it 

during read-aloud, then the assessment will pinpoint where their comprehension 

needs support. 

20
Visit our website for pricing information or talk 

with your local Pearson representative.
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Q

Q

A

A

A

A

Jen, when and how frequently should readers be assessed? 

As needed throughout the school year.

• Beginning of year: I recommend rolling the assessment out over

the course of a couple weeks. This assessment will help teachers

get to know students well—their engagement, comprehension, and

writing-about-reading skills—to pinpoint individual goals and inform

curricular planning.

• Subsequently: Assess again when a child appears to have made

significant progress with a goal or skill. All children need not

be assessed during the same window of time, and the ongoing

assessment fits seamlessly into a busy classroom.

Does Complete Comprehension’s assessment replace other kinds of 
assessments? 

Complete Comprehension provides different information than other 

assessments. No other assessment measures comprehension over an entire 

chapter book or multipart nonfiction text. Combine the information from 

other assessments with Complete Comprehension to gain the most detailed 

picture of a reader.

Why is it important to use the version of a trade book that’s in the box? 
Can I use the same title from my classroom library or book room? 

Complete Comprehension must be used only with the trade books that 

come with it. Each edition of a trade book has a unique ISBN and may have 

different pagination. The Prompt Stickers that cue children to respond at 

certain points in a book must be placed exactly where indicated.

Is the assessment completed online? 

No, it is completed on a Response Form printed from the Online Resources.

Are the strategies in the TEACH guide the same as those in 
The Reading Strategies Book? 

The TEACH guide contains more than 100

strategies. Of those, 75+ strategies are not 

in The Reading Strategies Book. Of the 25 

that do overlap, each is a variation, not a 

duplicate from The Reading Strategies Book.

Next, let’s look at two 
of my resources that are 
foundational to Complete
Comprehension.

Q

Q

Q

A
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Two foundational resources

1 3

2

4

First, it gives the inside story on 
comprehension and text levels:

• the reader and text variables that

affect comprehension

• how those variables differ for

each reader

• how levels are determined and

what they mean for instruction.

Then it breaks down fiction by 
connecting it to four comprehension 
goals for fiction—Plot & Setting; 
Character; Vocabulary & Figurative 
Language; and Themes & Ideas. It 
reveals:

• the component skills for each

fiction goal

• how skills change as texts become

more complex

• what skill progressions look like

across reading levels.

Next, it does the same for the  
nonfiction goals of Main Idea, Key 
Details, Vocabulary, and Text Features.

Finally, it explores instructional 
implications by 

• introducing the whole-book

assessment that powers Complete

Comprehension

• recommending teaching structures

that make the most difference

• describing how to choose

appropriate reading strategies

based on a knowledge of texts

and readers.

While Understanding Texts and Readers is 
not included in Complete Comprehension, 
it is intended as the Professional Book 
companion to it. It is an essential read 
for gaining a deeper understanding of 
Complete Comprehension.

Read a sample from any of my books 
at www.pearsoncanada.ca/serravallo 

Understanding Text & Readers
A foundation for ASSESS and EVALUATE
Understanding Texts & Readers merges text levels and comprehension.

New York Times Best-Selling Author of The Reading Strategies Book

JENNIFER SERRAVALLO

&Texts Readers
Understanding

Responsive Comprehension Instruction with Leveled Texts

158

Understanding Texts & Readers

J K L M PON

Main Idea 
A Progression of Skills
To have a solid command of main idea, 
readers use these skills to greater degrees  
as they read more challenging texts.

S K I L L S

Synthesizing 
and Inferring 
to Determine 
the Main 
Idea(s) of a 
Page, Section, 
or Chapter

Quotes or paraphrases a 
sentence or heading that 
captures the main idea 
of a section of the text.

Synthesizes most details from pictures  
and words in a section of the text to state  
a main idea, using original language.

Synthesizes all details from pictures and 
words in a section of the text to state a 
complex main idea, using original language. 

Synthesizing 
and Inferring 
to Determine 
the Main 
Idea(s) of a 
Whole Book

States a main idea of the 
whole book, taking most 
of it into consideration.

Takes the whole book into 
account to state a main idea.

Takes the whole book into account to 
state a main idea and two or three 
related subideas that capture the 
complexity the author brings to the topic.

Takes the whole book 
into account to state a 
main idea and capture the 
complexity the author 
brings to the topic.

Serravallo_Unnderstanding.indb   158 11/6/18   12:17 PM

159

Understanding Nonfiction Readers

R T VQ S U WS K I L L S

Synthesizing 
and Inferring 
to Determine 
the Main 
Idea(s) of a 
Page, Section, 
or Chapter

Quotes or paraphrases a 
sentence or heading that 
captures the main idea 
of a section of the text.

Synthesizes most details from pictures 
and words in a section of the text to state 
a main idea, using original language.

Synthesizes all details from pictures and 
words in a section of the text to state a 
complex main idea, using original language. 

Synthesizing 
and Inferring 
to Determine 
the Main 
Idea(s) of a 
Whole Book

States a main idea of the 
whole book, taking most 
of it into consideration.

Takes the whole book into 
account to state a main idea.

Takes the whole book into account to  
state a main idea and two or three  
related subideas that capture the  
complexity the author brings to the topic.

Serravallo_Unnderstanding.indb   159 11/6/18   12:17 PM

A challenge with texts written 
for young readers is that they are 
often about one topic more than 
about an idea, having a more “all 
about” feel to them. This second-
grade reader picked up on the 
“everything” aspect of the book 
Play Ball! (Level J). Although it’s 
not only about playing ball, it’s 
fair to say that is what the book is 
mostly about, with a small bit about 
watching and enjoying baseball at 
the end. This reader is taking most 
of the book into account, making 
this a strong main idea statement.

Henry’s understanding of the main 
idea of the whole book Hurricanes 
and Tornadoes (Level M) shows 
that he is able to consider the 
whole book, synthesizing most 
of its information. He is putting 
together information about both 
natural disasters. It’s about not just 
one thing, but rather two types of 
disasters and two main things about 
them—information about them, 
and what people do (to stay safe). 

Main Idea
Synthesizing and Inferring to Determine 
the Main Idea(s) of a Whole Book

Students need to be able to synthesize information across an entire text, 
determine what details are related, and name the main idea(s). This work 
often requires inference, because whole-book main ideas are rarely stated.
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Understanding Nonfiction Readers

This fifth-grade reader captures 
three main ideas from A Dinosaur 
Named Sue (Level P) in one 
statement, showing the complexity 
of the main idea in the book. This 
reader is paying attention to the 
parts of the book that talk about 
the dinosaur’s life and the theories 
about the T. rex’s death, as well 
as about the fossil discoveries. 

After reading The Hindenburg 
Disaster (Level R), Angelica, a third 
grader, came up with one main 
overarching idea about the whole 
book (rigid airships were good 
and bad) and then some subideas 
that are related (about blimps 
nowadays and the Hindenburg). 
This book is a challenging one, 
with multipage chapters and many 
text features in each section. 

You see the complexity in this sixth 
grader’s main idea statement about 
The Industrial Revolution (Level W). 
His overarching idea about different 
people having important roles in 
the Industrial Revolution shows 
complexity because he lists the 
different types of people involved, 
each of whom had a section in 
the book. The two subideas show 
a cause-and-effect relationship, 
echoing the structure of the text, 
which is more sophisticated than 
simply listing out two related ideas.
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level

Main Idea
Books at Level R often cover vast amounts of information and 
include contrasting perspectives on topics and subtopics. There-

fore, most books contain multiple complex main ideas. In a sense, a reader is 
required to see each chapter as a unique body of information and ideas. As 
well as summarizing these ideas, the reader has to track how they connect 
with ideas in other chapters and how these all contribute to a larger, over-
arching idea. 

At this level, books are around fifty to sixty pages long, typically divided 
into chapters. Subsections within chapters are common. Chapters and sections 
may have titles or section headings, which can offer support to the reader. 

Introductions and conclusions, when included, may or may not indicate 
a main idea of the whole book. For example, the author may write an introduc-
tion that first provides background information and context and then swerves 
into a different main idea. You Wouldn’t Want to Be an Egyptian Mummy by 
David Stewart has this type of structure. In the introduction, the author writes 
about ancient Egypt and its history and explains why mummies were impor-
tant to the ancient Egyptians. However, a reader goes on to discover that the 
main idea of the book is really a graphic depiction of the process of mummifi-
cation, with an emphasis on its more disgusting aspects. 

Key Details 
 Text is dense, with around ten to fifteen sentences or details 
per page. Texts are often organized in chapters and in sections 

within the chapters. A chapter of related details may span as many as five to 
seven pages. This is true of titles in the True Book series, such as The Diges-
tive System by Christine Taylor-Butler. Other books, such as You Wouldn’t 
Want to Be an Egyptian Mummy, have busy pages that are packed with print, 
but each section is only a couple of pages long. On one spread in this book, 
for example, a few paragraphs of main text are surrounded by many smaller 
paragraphs. Each of these extra pieces could be considered subsections 
within the larger section, “What a Mummy Needs.” 

Look for students to: 
 о Support a main idea with several 

key details from different pages 
or sections, using words, pictures, 
and text features.

 о Identify multiple similarities 
and differences, and categorize 
comparisons, using key details 
from the text.

Look for students to:
 о Synthesize most details from 

pictures and words in a section of 
the text to state a main idea, using 
original language. 

 о Take the whole book into account 
to state a main idea and two 
or three related subideas that 
capture the complexity the author 
brings to the topic (shift from 
Level Q).
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Understanding Nonfiction Texts

Look for students to: 
 о Explain or describe the meaning 

of a word or phrase using 
larger context, including text 
features, and demonstrate deep 
understanding of the word or 
phrase (shift from Level Q).

Examples of Books at Level R
The Great Kapok Tree by Lynne Cherry 

Everything Dog by Marty Crisp 

Forest Mammals by Bobbie Kalman 

Glorious Days, Dreadful Days: The Battle of Bunker Hill  
by Philippa Kirby

Horses by Seymour Simon

You Wouldn’t Want to Be an Egyptian Mummy! Disgusting 
Things You’d Rather Not Know by David Stewart 

The Digestive System by Christine Taylor-Butler

The Detecting Disasters series by various authors

The One World, Many Countries series  
by various authors 

Vocabulary
A reader of Level R nonfiction books needs to have some prior 
knowledge to navigate the wealth of challenging vocabulary and 

must be ready and resourceful to learn new words. Consider, for example, 
the words on one page in The Digestive System: antibiotic, bacteria, and microbe 
are defined in the glossary and appear boldfaced in the text. Others, such as 
digestion, need to be understood from context. 

Text Features 
The pages of books at Level R can feel quite busy. It’s probably 
fair to assume that authors and publishers expect young readers 

at this level to tackle texts that resemble informational texts in the adult 
world. As well as the main text, the books features sidebars, tables, maps, 
and procedure pages. Photos and illustrations are often captioned, some-
times with information additional to that in a page’s main text. A reader 
needs to be able to navigate different parts of the text, synthesize the infor-
mation, and make sense of it all. Extra pages also offer text features beyond 
the main text (e.g., tables of contents, glossaries, and indexes).

Text features often add information (e.g., the “Shocker” facts in Caught 
with a Catch by Laura Layton Strom, or the “Handy Hint” boxes in You 
Wouldn’t Want to Be an Egyptian Mummy). These types of features are often 
text-laden, requiring the reader to read and comprehend them almost as if 
they were their own section.

Look for students to: 
 о Learn information from a text 

feature and explain how it 
connects to information in the 
main text.
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Complete Comprehension 
works with all of my other 
resources, too.

that deepen Complete Comprehension

The Reading Strategies Book is not included in 
Complete Comprehension, but its strategies can 
be used alongside Complete Comprehension as 
additional teaching ideas for one-on-one, small-
group, and whole-class instruction.

Carefully designed to reduce the time needed 
to plan and deliver responsive, efficient 
instruction. Each strategy has:

• Who Is This For? labels that indicate

the level, genre, and skill

• A Strategy Description to share with

readers

• Jen’s own Lesson Language
• Prompts for guided practice or checking

for understanding

• Teaching Tips that get the most from

the strategy

• Visuals that include charts, student work,

table cards, teaching tools, and more

• Hat Tips that reference the work of other

leading researchers and practitioners.

The Reading Strategies Book
A foundation for TEACH
Think of The Reading Strategies Book as a chest full of 

teaching treasure. In it you’ll discover 300 strategies to 

share with your readers. Each is grouped under the goal it 

supports, so you’ll find 20+ strategies for all 13 goals in my 

hierarchy—including 160+ comprehension strategies.

Understanding Text & Readers
A foundation for ASSESS and EVALUATE
Understanding Texts & Readers merges text levels and comprehension.

ReadingStrategiesReading
K

BookStrategiesBookStrategies

J E N N I F E R  S E R R AVA L LO

YOUR EVERYTHING GUIDE TO 
DEVELOPING SKILLED READERS Dedicated to Teachers™

With 300 
strategies

NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLING AUTHOR

73

Teaching Reading Engagement

Who is this for?

Strategy Read the first page of the book. Notice whether you feel like the book 

grabbed you and if you were eager to read the rest of the book. Ask yourself, “Can I 

see the story or topic? Do I care to find out what comes next?” If so, the book may be 

a good fit for you.

Prompts
•	How do you feel after the first page?

•	What grabs you here?

•	Tell me what you picture after reading that first bit.

•	Tell me why you’d like to keep reading.

•	What makes you want to read on?

•	I agree—based on what you’ve said, it feels like this book might fit you well. 

•	Do you feel like you were focused on that whole page?

2.26 Does It Engage Me?
Does It Engage Me?

L–Z+

any

book choice, focus

levels

Genre / TexT Type

skills

Text excerpt from Charlotte's Web (White 1952).
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Who is this for?Strategy When you retell, think about the problem (uh-oh), how the problem gets 
worse (UH-OH!) and how the problem gets solved (phew!). Use a story mountain 
with these parts to retell, touching the parts of the mountain as you go. 

Lesson Language A story goes like this. (Draw a story mountain.) Uh-oh 
(problem), UH-OH (problem worsens), UH-OH! (problem worsens), and the problem 
gets solved (phew!). If I were going to retell Cam Jansen and the Mystery of the Stolen 
Diamonds (Adler 2004), I would start off with the uh-oh—the problem. In this story, the 
problem is that someone steals diamonds from the jewelry store at the mall. The problem 
gets worse and worse—UH-OH and UH-OH!—when Cam and Eric go looking for the 
thief. They are in a dangerous situation outside the house where the thieves are, and 
even worse when the baby starts crying and they get pulled inside the house. But then the 
police show up (phew!), and the criminals are caught and taken away by the police.

Prompts
• Let’s retell. Start with the uh-oh. What’s the problem?
• Think about how the problem gets worse.
• Where are you on the story mountain now? Point to it.
• You’re giving me a lot of detail. If you had to just tell me the problem using a few

words, what would you say?
• Of all the details you told me, what’s most important?

5.4 Uh-oh . . . PhewUh-oh . . . Phew

F–L

fiction

determining 
importance, retelling

LEVELS

GENRE / TEXT TYPE

SKILLS
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THE READING STRATEGIES BOOK

Who is this for?
Strategy Think about what you want to share. Ask yourself, “Is what I have to say rel-

evant to the book and to what’s being discussed?” If so, share it. If not, park the thought 

on the side of your mind or jot it down so you can come back to it another time.

Lesson Language Make sure that what you share is grounded in either the text 

and/or your thinking about the world informed by the text you just read. It should also 

connect to what you and your partner or club or class are discussing. Sometimes when 

we are talking, things pop into our minds and we have to carefully consider whether 

sharing it is going to help us to think more deeply about the book or if it’s going to take 

us off on a tangent. When we realize the idea we have is off track, we need to park it on 

the side of our brain and get back into focus on the story and/or on the conversation. 

Prompts•	How does that fit with the topic that’s being discussed?

•	How does that fit with the book?
•	Explain how your comment adds to the conversation.

•	Should that be shared or parked?
•	I think that idea takes us off on a tangent. Please park it for now.

•	That comment seems relevant to the book we’re discussing!

12.15 Say Something Meaningful

Say Something Meaningful

M–Z+

any

active listening, staying on topic

levels

Genre / TexT Type

skills

Hat Tip: Comprehension 
Through Conversation: The 
Power of Purposeful Talk in the Reading Workshop (Nichols 2006)
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MATCH METHODS
Choose teaching methods to match purposes

SELECT STRATEGIES
Use strategies that help students achieve goals

w

ReadingStrategiesReading
K

BookStrategiesBookStrategies

J E N N I F E R  S E R R AVA L LO

YOUR EVERYTHING GUIDE TO 
DEVELOPING SKILLED READERS Dedicated to Teachers™

With 300 
strategies

NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLING AUTHOR

r

r
r

DETERMINE GOALS
Collect data, assess, and set goals

rwr wr

Books 
written to 
be used 
together.

Focus is always on 
an individual student

Connect Complete Comprehension

writingw

readingr

Determine 
Goals

Select 
Strategies

Match 
Methods

1

2

3
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to a larger instructional visionConnect Complete Comprehension

Use Complete Comprehension
with any program or approach

Program/Approach Suggestions

Reading Workshop 
or Balanced Literacy
(including Lucy
Calkins’ Units of Study
and Fountas & Pinnell
Classroom™)

Students read assessment texts independently, so it 
requires no instructional time; conferring and small-
group instruction can continue with other students while 
some read assessment books. The 100+ strategies work 
with all balanced literacy structures to make responsive 
comprehension instruction doable and offer a complement 
to existing curriculum.

Guided Reading

Use results from Complete Comprehension to
• determine the level of text to offer students for instruction
• identify individual goals to aid in text selection and to craft 

meaningful book introductions
• find goal-specific reading strategies to offer the group. 

Independent Reading
Use students’ whole-book assessments to find goals 
and targeted strategies for one-on-one and small-group 
instruction. 

Daily 5/CAFE
Ask students to do the assessment during “read to self.” Use 
the evaluation to target goal-directed instruction during 
“read with a teacher.”

Book Clubs/
Literature Circles

Use evaluations of students’ comprehension of whole books 
to match students to texts they’ll understand. Teach goal-
focused strategies to lift the level of student conversation.

Whole-Class Novels

Before the year’s first whole-class novel, assess and 
evaluate readers’ whole-book comprehension. Use the 
results to introduce or reinforce reading strategies with the 
entire class and differentiate during discussion. 

Basal Anthologies/
Core Reading
Programs

Include opportunities during independent reading for
students to read the assessment books. Use the information 
from the evaluation to gain a broader sense of readers’ 
needs, helping target instruction and strengthen the 
comprehension components some core programs include. 
Use strategies to enhance existing lessons or supplement 
the program.

Use Jen’s other resources  
with Complete Comprehension: Fiction 

Program/Approach Suggestions

Understanding  
Texts & Readers

●  Deeply understand the variables that affect 
comprehension and the challenges readers face at 
each text level. 

●  Learn about the research base behind Complete 
Comprehension: Fiction and how Jen created the 
skill progressions that drive this resource.

Literacy 
Teacher’s 
Playbook, 
K–2 and 3–6

●  Evaluate student work to learn about their reading 
skills relating to print work, fluency, and conversation, 
as well as additional assessments for engagement, 
comprehension, and writing about reading.

●  Learn about evaluating student writing and how 
writing skills relate to reading skills.

●  Link Complete Comprehension: Fiction’s evaluations 
to other assessments to set goals. 

The Reading 
Strategies 
Book

●  Find additional comprehension strategies as 
well as strategies to support all the goals in 
Jen’s hierarchy.

 A Teacher’s 
Guide to 
Reading 
Conferences

●  Use six types of conferences to help assess, set 
goals, and teach readers. 

●  Learn optimal language for conferring.

Teaching  
Reading in  
Small Groups

●  Learn ways to group readers and different methods 
of teaching to use during small-group instruction. 

●  Provide guided practice and feedback to support 
students with their goals. 

The Writing 
Strategies 
Book

●  Understand connections between writer’s craft and 
reading comprehension. 

●  Set up writing time by establishing goals and offering
students strategies and feedback in the same way 
you do with Complete Comprehension: Fiction.Professional Development 

Opportunities available at 
Hein.Pub/Serravallo

New York Times Best-Selling Author of The Reading Strategies Book

JENNIFER SERRAVALLO

&Texts Readers
Understanding

Responsive Comprehension Instruction with Leveled Texts

Literacy Teacher’s

G r a d e s  K–2

The
JenniFer serravallo

Four steps for Turning assessment data 

into Goal-directed instruction

Debbie MillerForeword by

 into Goal-directed instruction

Literacy Teacher’s

G r a d e s  3 - 6

The
Foreword by  Ellin Keene

JenniFer serravallo

Four steps for Turning assessment data 
 into Goal-directed instruction

ReadingStrategiesReading
K

BookStrategiesBookStrategies

J E N N I F E R  S E R R AVA L LO

YOUR EVERYTHING GUIDE TO 
DEVELOPING SKILLED READERS Dedicated to Teachers™

With 300 
strategies

NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLING AUTHOR

WritingStrategies
K

Book
YOUR EVERYTHING GUIDE TO  
DEVELOPING SKILLED WRITERS Dedicated to Teachers™

With 300
strategies

J E N N I F E R  S E R R AVA L LO
NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLING AUTHOR OF THE READING STRATEGIES BOOK

There’s PD available to 
support your work with 
all of my resources!
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I am the teacher I am 

today because of the 

professional learning I’ve 

been fortunate to take 

part in. I want to make 

sure teachers have the 

support they need and in 

a format that works for 

them. Whether online or in 

person, I hope you can join 

me this year!

- Jen

Professional Learning

Drawing from her best-selling resources, Jen has 

developed a variety of professional learning options to 

meet your learning needs. Through seminars, webinars, 

workshops, and more, Jen and her team of consultants 

show how to craft explicit, clear strategies and how best 

to provide feedback to readers and writers. Browse Jen’s 

offerings to learn which will be best for you.

For more information about any of Jen’s 
professional development offerings, visit 

Hein.Pub/PD/Serravallo
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Professional Learning with Jen or one of her colleagues

Off-Site

Spend a day or a series of days with 
Jen in her One-Day Workshop and 
Multi-Day Institute.

• One-Day Workshops

• Multi-Day Institutes

On-Site

Invite Jen or one of her Heinemann 
consultants to your school to deliver 
custom professional learning planned 
by Jen to meet specific literacy 
instruction needs.

• School-Based Seminars

• Consulting Authors and Speakers

Online

Online learning with Jennifer Serravallo 
is available as both live, interactive series 
and as self-paced, deeper-dive courses.

• Webinar Series

• On-Demand Courses

Lauren D., Charleston, SC
Amazing! I took something away from each 

presentation that I can immediately implement 

in my classroom. This was one of the best PD 

institutes I have ever attended. Thank you 

Jen! I can’t wait to share all of these amazing 

resources and ideas with my colleagues.

Mackenzie O., Allen, TX
I valued this entire seminar day.  It was so helpful 

to learn multiple different strategies and ways to 

identify a student’s goals. I now will be able to 

implement strategy lessons and guided reading 

with more confidence.

Jen P., Brooklyn, NY
This was a wonderful, thought-provoking course. 

After ten years of teaching, I am walking away 

from this online course feeling like I gained 

many more tools to add to my toolbox for 

teaching reading. I particularly enjoyed watching 

the videos to see firsthand what the conferences 

and book clubs looked like.
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Fiction Kit Components

• 28 authentic, top-quality trade chapter books—2 each, levels J–W

• Prompt Labels for each trade book

• Spine and Cover Stickers for each trade book to remind students

to return it to the teacher

• The ASSESS guide with prompts and advice for getting started

• The EVALUATE guide with rubrics for each book

• The TEACH guide with 100+ strategies

• A Quick Start Guide

• Online Resources

• Assessment Response Forms for each trade book

• Evaluation Planning Forms for each trade book

• 5 How-To videos

• 9 videos demonstrating different balanced literacy structures

ISBN: 978-0-325-10954-1 

How to order

Complete Comprehension
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Special Introductory savings on

Complete Comprehension
Download an order form at 

www.pearsoncanadaschool.com

Nonfiction Kit Components

• 28 authentic, top-quality trade nonfiction books—2 each, levels J–W

• Prompt Labels for each trade book

• Spine and Cover Stickers for each trade book to remind students to

return it to the teacher

• The ASSESS guide with prompts and advice for getting started

• The EVALUATE guide with rubrics for each book

• The TEACH guide with 100+ strategies

• A Quick Start Guide

• Online Resources

• Assessment Response Forms for each trade book

• Evaluation Planning Forms for each trade book

• 5 How-To videos

• 9 videos demonstrating different balanced literacy structures

ISBN: 978-0-325-10955-8 
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How to order Jen’s Professional Books

New York Times Best-Selling Author of The Reading Strategies Book

JENNIFER SERRAVALLO

&Texts Readers
Understanding

Responsive Comprehension Instruction with Leveled Texts

978-0-325-10892-6 • $40.00 978-0-325-07433-7 • $49.50

ReadingStrategiesReading
K

BookStrategiesBookStrategies

J E N N I F E R  S E R R AVA L LO

YOUR EVERYTHING GUIDE TO 
DEVELOPING SKILLED READERS Dedicated to Teachers™

With 300 
strategies

NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLING AUTHOR
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www.pearsoncanada.ca/serravallo

Literacy Teacher’s

G r a d e s  K–2

The

JenniFer serravallo

Four steps for Turning assessment data     
into Goal-directed instruction

Debbie Miller
Foreword by

 into Goal-directed instruction
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SERIES EDITOR

KATIE WOOD RAY

J e n n i f e r 
S e r r ava l l o 

NEW YORK TIMES  
BEST-SELLING AUTHOR OF  

THE READING STRATEGIES BOOK

A TEACHER’S GUIDE TO 

GRADES K–8

Literacy Teacher’s

G r a d e s  3 - 6

The

Foreword by  Ellin KeeneJenniFer serravallo

Four steps for Turning assessment data     
into Goal-directed instruction

Also Available by Jennifer Serravallo

Conferring with Readers: Supporting Each Student’s
Growth and Independence
A great reading conference only takes five minutes, but its
impact lasts a lifetime. JENNIFER SERRAVALLO and GRAVITY
GOLDBERG show how to get the most out of the few moments
you have with individual readers each week.

For teachers who sometimes feel as if data-based instruction, differentiated

groupings, and formative assessments somehow involve going over to The Dark

Side, this book is a powerful antidote. It will help you know that you can hold tight

to your deepest beliefs about children and literature, classroom communities,

and good teaching.

In Teaching Reading in Small Groups, Jennifer Serravallo extends the
powerful teaching that made Conferring with Readers a hit and helps you
meet instructional challenges effectively and efficiently.

You’ll uncover hidden time for working more closely with more children
on comprehension, fluency, engagement, and print-work strategies
thanks to Jen’s how-tos on:

• using formative assessment to create flexible groups

• differentiating for individuals, even when they’re in a group

• enhancing Tier 1 and Tier 2 instruction.

She shows how to take the strengths of individual conferences and apply
them to small groups so that readers:

• get into texts and get more out of them

• learn vital strategies that increase independence with more
challenging texts

• talk about books with rigor and vigor.

“When we supplement individual conferences with small-group confer-
ences,” writes Jennifer Serravallo, “we work more efficiently and can deal
well with the increasing demands placed on readers and teachers.” Trust a
master teacher and find out why small groups can make a big difference.

JENNIFER SERRAVALLO came to

New York City to develop her passion

for urban education reform. While

working on her masters at Teachers

College, Columbia University, she

taught in two Title I schools with

swelling class sizes, high numbers

of ELLs, and an enormous range of

learners. She's now a full-time staff

developer and national consultant with

the Teachers College Reading and

Writing Project, where she helps urban,

suburban, and rural schools implement

exceptional literacy instruction through

reading and writing workshop. What

she shares in Teaching Reading in

Small Groups comes from the work in

her classroom and from the classrooms

where she consults.

www.heinemann.com

ISBN-13: 978- 0-325-02680-0
ISBN-10: 0-325-02680-7
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—Lucy Calkins
Author of Units of Study for Teaching Reading
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WritingStrategies
K

Book
YOUR EVERYTHING GUIDE TO  
DEVELOPING SKILLED WRITERS Dedicated to Teachers™

With 300
strategies

J E N N I F E R  S E R R AVA L LO
NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLING AUTHOR OF THE READING STRATEGIES BOOK

A Teacher’s 
Guide to Reading 
Conferences
978-0-325-09915-6

$27.50

Teaching Reading 
in Small Groups
978-0-325-02680-0 

$37.95

The Literacy 
Teacher’s 
Playbook K-2
978-0-325-05300-4

$35.50

The Literacy 
Teacher’s 
Playbook 3-6
978-0-325-04353-1

$32.95

The Writing 
Strategies Book
978-0-325-07822-9

$49.50

Looking for French or eBook Editions?

Selected  Professional Books are also 
available in French through Cheneliere 
Education or as eBooks  directly through 
Heinemann.com

Understanding as you’re reading 

helps you to engage with the text, 

understand what the author is saying, 

and think beyond the text. In essence, 

comprehension is everything.
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Thank you for joining me.
I hope you enjoyed this tour of Complete Comprehension. I’m so excited 

to share it with you.

Together, you, me, and millions of our colleagues are part of something 

much bigger than our individual selves. We are a nation of teachers who 

want nothing more than to give every child in our classrooms the keys to 

unlocking a lifetime of literacy.

We want all our students to become lifelong readers. We 

want them all to grow into adults who use literacy 

to enjoy their personal time and become engaged 

professionals in whatever field they choose. We 

want them to participate actively and wisely in their 

communities—physical or digital.

We are walking shoulder to shoulder on a 

mission to do great work. I hope that Complete 

Comprehension will help you along the way and 

make some of the difficult steps of our journey 

together a little easier. 
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